We develop an unobserved component model in which the short-term interest rate is composed of a stochastic trend and a stationary cycle. Using the Nelson-Siegel model of the yield curve as inspiration, we estimate an extremely parsimonious state-space model of interest rates across time and maturity. Our stochastic process generates a three-factor model for the term structure. At the estimated parameters, trend and slope factors matter while the third factor is empirically unimportant. Our baseline model fits the yield curve well. Model generated estimates of uncertainty are positively correlated with estimated term premia. An extension of the model with regime switching identifies a high-variance regime and a low-variance regime, where the high-variance regime occurs rarely after the mid-1980s. The term premium is higher, and more so for yields of short maturities, in the high-variance regime than that in the low-variance regime. The estimation results support our model as a simple and yet reliable framework for modeling the term structure.
I. Introduction
Some two decades ago, Charles Nelson and Andrew Siegel (1987) proposed a model of the term structure of interest in which yields across a cross section of maturities are modeled as the integral from time zero to maturity of the solution to a second-order differential equation.
This Nelson-Siegel model has found wide practical application for modeling the yield curve at a point in time. Recent work by Diebold and Li (2006) shows that the Nelson-Siegel curve can be interpreted as maturity-varying factor loadings on three factors: level, slope, and curvature. This has opened the way for studying the time series behavior of these factors as well as their relation to macroeconomic driving variables, which adds more economic content to the Nelson-Siegel curve.
Our approach might be summarized succinctly as: We take Nelson-Siegel seriously.
Nelson-Siegel posit that the short rate follows a second-order differential equation. The solution to that equation gives future short rates, and integrating the solution gives current long rates under a no-premium expectations hypothesis. Because the functional form for the long rates is flexible (while using very few parameters), it can fit yields across maturities quite well.
However, nothing in these cross-section fits ties them to the original short-rate, time-series process. Here, in contrast, we create a tight empirical link between the short-rate process and yields across maturities, and in this way rejoin the underlying theory and the estimated results.
We start with a time series model for the short rate, where the short rate is the sum of two unobserved components: a stochastic trend with unit root and a stationary cycle. This model has a univariate ARIMA representation that is a close stochastic analog to the Nelson-Siegel deterministic, second-order differential equation. We then integrate the future short-rate forecasts. Here we make one significant departure from Nelson-Siegel. The Nelson-Siegel solution is based on an expectations-hypothesis model of the term structure with zero term premia. Zero term premia is empirically untenable (Startz (1982) ). Nonetheless Nelson-Siegel cross-section fits are invariably made to observed yields, rather than observed yields adjusted for term premia. Our empirical model allows for nonzero premia.
We then combine the time-series model for the short rate with the equations giving the cross section of yields at different maturities in a state-space model and estimate the underlying process. Because modeling the cross sections adds very few parameters to the time-series model, a great deal of data is available to identify the parameters. This framework provides a good description of the dynamics of the short rate and also a satisfactory cross-sectional fit. While the resulting estimates allow for a level/slope/curvature factor interpretation, the decomposition into trend and cycle may be easier to relate to other macro decompositions, notably GDP. We compare our estimates of trend and cycle to appropriate level and slope estimates from unconstrained cross-section fits and find a close correspondence. Thus, once the time-constant parameters are estimated, our model can be used to draw current or future yield curves based only on knowledge of the short-rate.
We also find an explanation for the fact that the "curvature factor" has been notoriously difficult to identify. In our three factor model; the factors are trend, cycle, and lagged cycle. The third factor is identified only if the lagged cycle factor matters and the lagged cycle matters only if the cycle follows an AR (2) . The time series on observed yield data isn't powerful enough to clearly identify an AR(2) component. In contrast, our combined time-series/cross-section approach does give good identification.
Since our model takes uncertainty seriously and allows for term premia, we can offer some insight on the relation between risk and premia. While we make no attempt to build an optimizing model relating risk and return, the empirical relation we find between estimated premia and modeled uncertainty is interesting, as uncertainty is highly correlated with the level of the premium. We then take this further by allowing for Markov-switching in variances, while retaining the linear unobserved component model for levels. We find evidence that there is Markov-switching and that accounting for it improves the performance of the model. In particular, we find higher premia in higher variance states.
II. A Serious, Stochastic Nelson-Siegel Model

A. The Original Nelson-Siegel Model
The original setup Nelson and Siegel article,. the process for the short rate r (with maturity of one period) is assumed to be a non-homogeneous second-order differential equation,
Following the development in Nelson and Siegel and Diebold and Li, and assuming that the roots of (1) are real and equal, the forward rate path, ( ) 
where initial conditions are ( )
Integrating the forward curve from 0 to m and divide it by m , we obtain the Nelson-
f e e a c c ac
The three coefficients in (4) are usually interpreted as the level, slope, and curvature factors.
In practice, equation (3) is estimated by OLS period by period, fixing the value of 1/κ at 0.0609. Any restrictions which might follow from equation (4) are ignored. The period t regression gives estimates of t L , t S , and t C without imposing any time-series restriction, so in total 3 T × structural parameters are estimated. These estimates are then collected as time series which summarize the dynamics of the term structure over time. The flexible functional form of 
B. A Stochastic Model
Introducing an explicit stochastic specification in the form of a discrete time, unobserved components model, we write the short rate t r as,
In words, the short rate t r is decomposed into a stochastic trend (i.e. a random walk) t τ and an AR (2) 
where the functions ( ) f i and ( ) g i are the factor loadings. As we show in Appendix A, the factor loadings can be written as functions of the inverse roots of the AR polynomial (when the roots are real), as shown in equation (11) . As a convenience, we provide the limiting case of equal roots in (12) . 
Equation (10) offers a three factor model. The first factor is the trend, which is the same as the level factor identified in the literature. The second factor is the cycle, which is the slope using the definition We are going to argue that, for recent American data, only level and slope factors are well-identified. The form of the time series process together with equations (11) and (12) determines the factor loadings. If the short rate process were a pure random walk, then only the level factor would exist and the yield curve (aside from premia) would be a horizontal line.
Slightly more generally, suppose that the short rate process consisted of a random walk plus white noise; in our formulation suppose that 1 2 0 φ φ = = . By inspection of equation (12) with 0 η = , we see that the factor loading on the lagged cycle equals zero and the factor loading on the slope equals 1 m . The yield curve would at all times be a hyperbola with a half-life of two months. Neither horizontal line nor short-lived hyperbola seems sufficiently flexible to describe historically observed yield curves.
If the cyclical component of the short rate follows an AR(1) then the lagged cycle drops out of equation (11) as one of the roots equals zero. We have a two factor model with slope loading ( ) φ permits an oscillating slope load, which is not likely to be of much relevance for observed yield curves.) In our data, a hump of more than five basis points occurs less than five percent of the time. Finally, a short rate process where 2 0 φ ≠ allows for hump shapes as well.
Our empirical estimates combine time-series and cross-section information in a way that provides good identification of both 1 φ and 2 φ , including estimates that 2 φ is small-so that if there is a third factor its loading has been quite small in recent U.S. history. Additionally, our evidence suggests that the equal root model of equation (12), which is similar to the models commonly found in the literature, would be better eschewed as empirically one (inverse) root is large while the other is close to zero. As a benchmark, ARIMA representations time series results for the short rate are given in Table 1 (asymptotic standard errors in parentheses).
As is evident from Table 1 , the short rate looks a great deal like a random walk. While the t-statistic on 1 φ in the ARIMA(2,1,2) model is significant at the five percent level, the confidence interval tells us little other than that 1 φ is probably positive. The confidence interval for 2
φ includes pretty much all interesting values. The p-value for the likelihood-ratio test of ARIMA(2,1,2) versus a random walk is 0.11. In summary, the time series evidence suggests some role for the slope factor, although one that is difficult to pin down, and tells us essentially nothing about loadings on a third factor.
We turn now to a state space representation which incorporates both times series and cross section information. Let the M-vector of interest rates at time t be
...
We augment the time series model for the short rate given in equations (5)- (8) with the yield curves in equation (13).
, ,
where the vector Ω contains the constant term premia for yields with maturity of more than 1 month, and the vector t ε contains the errors for all yields except the 1-month yield (i.e. the 1-month yield is restricted as being estimated perfectly). We follow the universal convention in the term structure literature of treating these as measurement errors, although the reader skeptical of there being significant difficulty in measuring returns to U.S. Treasury securities might think ε more a measure of how well our model fits the data. We assume the covariance-variance matrix for the measurement errors, Σ , to be diagonal, except for the 1-month yield whose measurement error is always zero. The measurement errors t ε are assumed to be uncorrelated with the two state 
III. Empirical Estimates
A. Data
Our observations come from the same data set used in Diebold yields, and bonds with option features and special liquidity problem are eliminated. Figure 1 is a picture of the short (1-month) rate. Table 2 provides the summary statistics. The average premium of the ten-year rate over the 1-month is 160 or 190 basis points, depending on whether one uses mean or median. Standard deviations of yields decline modestly with maturity.
According to our model, long maturity yields load almost entirely on a random walk trend while short maturity yields include a stationary component as well. Cochrane's (1988) variance ratio can tell us whether this is a reasonable characterization of the data. The variance variation in the yield that is due to permanent shocks. As k increases, the ratio k R should stay at one if the yield follows a pure random walk, and the ratio k R should decline toward zero if the yield t r is trend stationary. In Table 3 we see the variance ratio k R decreases with horizon for shorter yields, but that for the longer yields stays around one. This is consistent with our model.
B. Estimation of the baseline model
We estimate the model (5)- (8) 
Because draws of the AR coefficients with near unit roots tend either be followed by nonstationary draws or long sequences with near unit roots, we use rejection sampling and discard draws where 1 2 0.95 φ φ + ≥
. We run the Gibbs sampler 10,000 times, discarding the first 2,000 draws. The estimates are similar to one another except in the early 1990s, when we find lower trend and
higher cycle than appears in cross-section estimates. To compare with cross-section estimates, we add in the estimated 120-month term premium.
Our model performs well, although not perfectly, in fitting the yields across time and maturity. Figure 3 shows slope(solid line) and lagged cycle (dotted line) loadings at mean Gibbs estimates. The slope loading is relatively large at least at maturities of a few years. The lagged cycle loading is small. Since we estimate the cycle variance to be considerably higher than the slope variance, the estimated slope loading is large enough that the slope factor plays an important role in setting the yield curve.
The relation between the premia and risk calculations from our model is intriguing. The surprise in the yield 
The conditional variance is a function of the model parameters, . We compute this variance using the estimated parameters and mean prices 3 . Figure 4 shows the relation between estimated term premia and uncertainty. Visually quite strong, the correlation across maturities between the premium and standard deviation is 0.97. Regressing premia on the standard deviation, despite the fact the relation is not quite linear, shows that a 100 basis point increase in standard deviation gives a 5 basis point increase in the premium.
C. Estimation of a regime-switching model
Inspection of Figure 1 suggests that volatility of the short rate changes over time.
Evidence in the last section suggests a link between uncertainty and premia, and the literature certainly suggests that premia are time-varying. We build changing volatility into the model without interfering with the link between the time-series process and cross sections in the model by allowing for regime-switching in the variance of trend and cycle shocks and in the term premia, while holding the AR parameters in common. This means that factors shift between regimes but factor loadings do not. Letting 1 S = denote the high-variance regime, the model becomes ( 
We use the same priors as above, with the addition of normal mean 0.9 and standard deviation 1.0 priors for p and q . Table 4 shows the posterior distributions. Both states are fairly persistent, with the expected duration of the low variance state (7.6 months) being greater than that of the high variance state (4.6 months). Figure 4 plots the posterior probability of being in the high-variance regime. Before the 1980s the yield curves switches frequently between the two regimes, and during the Volcker disinflation the yield curve is mainly in the high-variance state.
From the mid-1980s onward the yield curve is mainly in the low-variance regime, with some short and infrequent spells of high variance.
In Trend and cycle estimates allowing for switching are shown in Figures 2a and 2b , using the regime-probability weighted estimates of the 120-month premium to make them comparable to cross-section estimates. The new estimates of trend and cycle differ little from the nonswitching estimates, which is the expected outcome given that the short-rate parameters do not switch and that we find little difference in the long-term premium.
Allowing for regime switching improves the fit of the model: the measurement errors variances are significantly smaller than those in the baseline model. The shorter yields, which are fitted rather badly in the baseline model, now have measurement errors with standard deviations of less than 30 basis points. Among the seventeen yields, the 10-year one has the worst fit, and the standard deviation for its measurement error is 29 basis points. Figure 5 compares the trend and cycle of model (adjusted by the term premium) with the level and slope factors estimated in cross-sections.
IV. Concluding Remarks
Taking a trend/cycle unobserved components time series model of the short rate and projecting the short rate into the future to give an expectations hypothesis with constant term premium model of the yield curve works extremely well in the sense of giving consistent time series/cross section fits of yields that fit the data well. We identify two clear factors, trend and cycle, and show that the third factor allowed by the model doesn't seem to be very important.
Model-based measures of uncertainty do an intriguingly good job of predicting estimated term premia. Allowing for regime-switching in shock variances improves model performance yet more, giving more definite identification of an unimportant third factor. Regime-switching also introduces time varying term premia into the model in a very natural way. Finally, while we have not pursued it in this paper, our model may prove useful in integrating the term structure into models of broader macroeconomic behavior. 
We derive the case of unequal real roots [9' ] in the same manner, using the general solution 
Appendix B -Details of the Gibbs Sampling Procedure -Not for Publication
This appendix describes the Gibbs sampling procedure. For further discussion please consult Kim and Nelson (1999) , from which this appendix borrows.
First write our model in state-space form: Next we generate the premia { } 
3.2:
Now we generate the two AR(2) coefficients by rewriting the cycle as: 
